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Introduction: The Navua Valles and two unnamed
drainage systems we describe here terminate at the same,
northeastern embayment of the floor of Hellas Basin on
Mars. These channels are 1–1.5 km wide, and are much
smaller than the prominent Dao Vallis, which is 6-7 km in
width and is located south of these channels. Our analysis
shows that the majority of the valleys on the southwestern
flanks of Hadriacus Mons, commonly with a 100-300 m wide
channel at their bottoms, lead to an unnamed channel we
referred to as Channel D in our previous study [1], and not to
the prominent outflow channel Dao Vallis. Channel D and the
dissected flank of the highland patera are integrated, but they
form a discontinuous drainage system, split into segments by
elongated deposits and unchanneled valley reaches. Since
this 1.5 km wide channel lies at the end of Hadriacus Mons’
main fluvial pathway, it supports previous studies [2,3,4],
where Dao Vallis is thought to have formed initially by fluvial
processes, but reached its present size by subsequent
collapse and enlargement by catastrophic flood processes.
The larger source area of Channel D suggest that Dao Vallis
was likely less prominent than Channel D when it formed.
Description: Channel D is the main outlet towards Hellas
Basin from the dissected southwestern flanks of Hadriacus
Mons. These flanks are situated on the slopes of Hellas Basin,
sloping in the same direction, thus this side is the major flank
of the volcano. We determined that the drainage density in
this region is 0.036 km/km2, with channels having a total
length of 3147 km.
Channel D has two distinct segments: the northern source
branch displays distinct fluvial morphological characteristics,
while the southern, minor branch is likely volcanic; both
sourced from Hadriacus Mons.
The dissected flank. The narrow channels may terminate in
depositional reaches and there may be valley segments in
between those that do not contain channels. We interpret
these deposits as fluvially-transported material. The channels
disappear and reappear again downhill several times along
their extent. This is consistent with channels flowing over
volcanic terrains consisting of permeable lava flows that are
interbedded with ash or other less permeable, more easily
erodible layers. Water flowing in channels over permeable
basalt flow would readily infiltrate and flow along less
permeable zones in the subsurface. As subsurface water
flowing along these less permeable layers intersect with the
surface further downslope, a channel segment forms again.
Broad sinuous ridges: There are numerous, approximately
500 m wide sinuous ridges located in the uppermost part of
the drainage basin, connected to Hadriacus Patera that are
likely inflated lava flows. Some are collapsed, revealing a
sinuous lava tube inside.
Zonal morphology: There are three zones on the upper
flanks that show different morphologic features: 1) the
uppermost valleys contain no channels; 2) at about 50 km
distance from the caldera, parts of the valleys have knobby
terrain; and 3) from about 40 km further down slope, small
channels develop in the valleys that finally connect to
Channel D.
Knobby terrain: Patches of knobby terrain are located on
the broad valley floors, at the source of their channelized
sections and in larges patches on the western flanks of
Hadriaca. Collapsed knobs are located in only a few places at
their southernmost extent. Knobs are likely related to both
the channels and the volcanic activity. They may be pingos,
mud volcanoes or spring mounds.

Left: A portion of Channel D where it runs apparently uphill. Channel D
runs from right to left. THEMIS Night IR and HRSC h2631_0001 topography. Bottom: Parameters of the W-SW Hadriacus Drainage Systems.
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Wrinkle ridges form an almost closed circle approx. 80 km
in diameter, which may indicate an underlying structure, such
as a crater or ring dike.
The Northern branch. Downstream from the dissected
slopes, the channels become wider, but are still
discontinuous. An isolated channel segment terminates in
crater 28-194 (Robbins Catalog ID), where elongated deposits
cross the crater floor. The outlet channel from this crater
crosses the ejecta of Poti crater, and terminates in a multibranch depositional reach. This reach joins the confluence of
the northern and southern branches of the channel.
The Southern branch. The southern branch is connected to
long, sinuous chains of elongated to circular pit craters, which
are adjacent to other sinuous and anabranching channels and
straight troughs. This assemblage of features is similar to
those at the slopes of Elysium Mons, especially in the Stygis
Catena region. The pit chain features are likely surface
expressions of subsurface lava tubes. Straight troughs, some
of which cross drainage divides, are likely surface
manifestations of dikes (e.g., Wilson and Head 2002), which
also support a volcanic interpretation. The Southern branch
of Channel D is more degraded, underlies, and it is therefore
older than the Northern branch, and probably formed during
the Noachian-Hesperian volcanic phase of the patera.
The main channel (Channel D). The main part of Channel D
is largely a single, wide, flat channel on the basin floor.
Channel dimensions are similar to the major Navua Valles
channels [1]. It is partially flooded by high thermal inertia
lobate material, which we interpret as lava flows. The channel
floor ascends 150 m in this lava-flooded portion, where it
maintains a greater than 60 m deep channel between levees,
suggesting a constructional origin.
Based on our crater counting resulta, channel D’s floor
age is 1.37±0.32 Ga, and was resurfaced at 383±45 Ma, both
Amazonian.
The terminus. The terminus of Channel D is a complex area
of different deposits that radiate into the plains forming
lobate margins, similar to the terminus of Navua C [1]. The
proximal and distal, uppermost layers have high thermal
inertia and no flow lines. We interpret these as terminal
volcanic material. Low thermal inertia material underlies it,
showing lobate termini and flowlines similar to other Navua
Valles terminal deposits. We interpret these materials as
fluvial deposits. There is an approximately 50 km long, 5 km
wide arc of elevated terrain, which has an intricate wrinkleridge-like cliff of 5-20 m at its distal end.
Conclusion: We interpret the northern, discontinuous
channel sequence of Channel D as sourced from Hadriacus
Mons’ fluvial activity involving surface and subsurface flow.
The age estimate for these Hadriacus slopes is 1.5 Ga [6]
which within error bars is consistent with Channel D’s floor
age, suggesting that Channel D deposits formed when
Hadriacus Mons’ slopes were eroded. However, the
discontinuities and intermediate deposits suggest that
Hadriacus Mons materials likely did not reach the Channel D
terminus, but instead were deposited on the flanks of the
volcano. Likely infiltration and surface flow resulting from
snowmelt formed the Northern channels of this drainage
basin while the shorter, and older, southern branch was likely
initiated by volcanic processes. The main branch of Channel D
likely transported both volcanic and fluvial materials.

Top: Geological map of the lower, single channel section of the drainage system. Greens are intracrater deposits,
purples are interpreted as volcanic plains, yellows are impact material, light browns are Noachian remnant peaks,
and dark browns are layered mountains. Numbers show ages from crater counting (resurfacing/formation). Blue
numbers show ages of channel deposits.
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Top: Map of the Hadriacus-Navua area. Bright colors show the Southwestern Hadriacus
Drainage Basin . Medium-bright colors show the Western Hadriacus Drainage Basin. Pale
colors show the Navua (west) and Dao Valles (east) regions.

Left: Valley and channel types in the Navua –Hadriacus region. CTX mosaics.
a) valley cutting through an ejecta;
b) downcut valley;
c) terraced, complex channel;
d) complex channel with residual islands or deposits;
e) theater-headed channels;
f) throughcut reach valley followed by anabranching channel belt;
g) knobby, wide channel with interior channel; h) wide channel with bars and knobs;
i) overfilled channel;
j) intermediate deposit at the end of a channel sequence;
k) terminal, unconfined deposit lobes;
l) channel filled with jamming deposit, also with interior channel;
m) broad valley and small channel (Southern Slopes);
n) scalloped alluvial fan channels;
o) wide channel with interior channel;
p) row of pits, collapsed sections of a lava tube ;
q) leveed lava channel (arrow);
r) gully on crater wall.
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